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About This Content

**Once you purchase this DLC, log into Freestyle 2 and check your Gift Box. **

You have to create a Silver Fox special character by using a coupon to receive all items.

Please follow the instruction below.

Do you want to quick start?
This package contains all of essential items you need for Freestyle 2.

DLC Contents:

Silver Fox Lv.1

Silver Fox Card Deck

Silver Fox SP Uniform

Silver Fox Accessory

Silver Fox SP Shoes
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If you were not able to receive the DLC, please logout and login again.

Please follow the instruction. (** the instruction images may contain a different Special Character.)

1. Receive the DLC package from the Gift Box and go to the Locker. Click on the package.
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2. You must click the package coupon at the bottom to create the SPC.
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3. Create the character! All of the items should be in your new character's Locker.
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Title: Freestyle 2 - Silver Fox Pro Pack
Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Sports
Developer:
Joycity
Release Date: 25 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Window XP

Processor: Pentium 4 2.8 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 7600 GT 512MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 30 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

English,German,French,Thai,Japanese
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This one is pretty bad.. it sux... its like Lan Ren Xiu Xian Zhuan... nothing graphical at all... the system is not as complex as
\u61d2\u4eba\u4fee\u4ed9\u4f20\u3002

I played both.... Pros:
-It can fly and mostly gets to the destination with awesome fuel efficiency (from FS Economy point of view).
-Nice interior, in this version exterior lights work better than in previous builds.
Also, some people write in reviews that there are no manuals. Well, I browsed addon folder in FSX\/DLC and found 9
documents (but honestly a 8-minute video of some youtuber with simple explanation worth more than even their "quick start
guide". Manuals are interesting to read, but they are as boring as real aircraft manual (or even SOP) could be).

Cons:
-Can't enter flight plan from scratch.
-Doesn't see newly made flight plans (flight must be restarted to do so).
-Sometimes in cruise with time acceleration it sucks fuel from 01 only.
-Fuel transfer actually is not a transfer but a switch to choose tanks in use.
-03 to 01 works with 03 to 02 while 01 to 03 cannot work with 01 to 02 - weird fuel "transfer" issue.
-Crashes on STAR\/SID selection (sometimes!).
-Gives wrong lists of SIDs and STARS for every airport.
-AP cannot be disengaged after engaging (makes pilot hold AP master button to control aircraft on landing).
-VNAV, CLB, VS, ALT buttons work buggy (sometimes they don't act as intended).
-VS selector knob inverted.
-FINAL not working,
-AP doesn't follow activated approach.
-AP doesn't switch waypoints (although if you DO have waypoints you could do this manually by clicking them... well, at least
ONCE I managed!).. The graphics are sub bar, the interface is a nightmare, and the biggest "screw you" of them all is that it
CONSTANTLY crashes. I couldn't even get past a certain level because it constantly crashed. I finaly just gave up. STAY
AWAY. If you want to get upset... play this game. I dont say this for the reasons you would expect with this game. It isnt that
the game itself is inherently difficult but instead that the physics dont match whats on your screen at all. The models dont
interact on what you see. You are a box... so when you jump you would expect that if your corner is on top of a ledge that you
would stop... but instead if you arent far enough on the ledge you seem to slide down a curved ramp thats hidden behind the
ledge.

Spikes. You would expect to touch them and die.. but on several occasions my box was in the spikes and i lived. other times i
hadnt even hit the spikes yet and died.

There is no feedback to dying, no sound, no music.

Dont let the good looking lights fool you. This still needs some work.. great skins!
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Not played a whole lot of it, mainly because the Combat system was annoying. The story seem to be worth playing but a combat
system more based on playing on a one armed bandit makes it a bit lacking. Save often and the combat wouldnt be that much of
a problem but I still found it more annoying, they should have made it into a card game of sorts instead.

6/10. Become RoboDredd or JudgeCop and arrest some baddies. It's got a good gameplay loop right now, and I have had a ton
of fun playing it. There's tons of options for new equipment and methods to play. Unfortunately, there is not a re-spec option(as
of my last play) so new playstyles require new runs. I'd recommend it to anyone!. Film Noir inspired Adventure Game.

Graphics are simple. Soundtrack is great, Voice Acting is good. The Interface is very primitive (tip: highlighting is F1). Writing
is pretty good. Characters are ... interesting: lets just say that Characters are written to be "period appropriate". Puzzles aren't
exactly self obvious (I guess that is a good thing) - and could be accused of "pixel hunt".

This one is for Adventure Game veterans and Film Noir fans... Me, otherwise avoid.. Burdan Ece ye selam bu oyunu
al\u0131rken yorumumu oku. A near perfect 4x game. Ship designs, upgrades, rich research tree. Diplomacy lacks a bit of
depth and it feels like the computer cheats a bit. You can automate many tasks by usung governor AI script, and focus on
different aspect of the game. Custom creation of in game races with unique perks and abilities.
Ultimate tech in Ringworld and Sphere construction. Deffinitely worth a try.

My score 8/10

PS. If you like, there are several mods to increase complexity, difficulty and overal playability.
I use Captain Kwok's SE mod.. I've been playing the game since launch with several breaks (my playtime is not fully reflected
on Steam, because I've been using non-steam account at first and then non-steam game launcher most of the time).

The game can be a fun experience sometimes, but I cannot recommend playing it as it is intended by the developer.

FFXIV has a new expansion released every 2 years. And you only need a couple of months playing the game for about 2 hours a
day to do all the casual battle content of an expansion (released at launch and during the 2-year lifecycle). This includes time to
watch main scenario cutscenes and to quickly read through the numerous main scenario click-through dialogues.

The game has very interesting HARDCORE BATTLE CONTENT, but I've decided to stop doing it for the following reasons.

1. There is little amount of hardcore content.
Each game expansion has 3 progression cycles (7 - 9 months each). Each progression cycle a new raid tier is released along with
new higher item_level gear that makes all previously released gear obsolete. Each progression cycle has only 6 - 7 new hardcore
fights (4 fights in the new Savage Raid and 2 or 3 Extreme Primals).

2. Progress through a Savage raids is artificially held back a lot.
Gearing up is necessary, but it's really slow at the endgame because of weekly loot limitations, RNG and the amount of casual
content grind required. The difficulty of the last fight in a Savage Raid is set so high that only about 10% of all active players
clear it. After the next raid tier is released players just move on to the new raid, leaving the old one behind where they stopped,
because it doesn't provide relevant rewards anymore (you won't find PUGs or dedicated statics for old raids).
In the last expansion (Stormblood) 2 Ultimate difficulty fights have been released; you can do them only after beating Savage
Raids; their difficulty is even higher - only about 1% of all active players cleared them.

3. It becomes repetitive very quickly.
While hardcore content (Extreme Primals and Savage Raids) is very interesting to learn while it's new, it's very rigidly scripted -
to the point that you can write down the exact boss attack rotation. It doesn't help to keep interest that both Savage Raids and
Extreme Primals have their casual counterparts (Normal Raids and Hard Primals), that are the same fights with the same bosses
that just have simplified and weaker attacks. You are expected to clear both Normal and Savage Raids (as far as you can get)
weekly to make a roll for weekly loot.

4. It's way too hard to find player parties for hardcore content.
Doing hard content in pick-up groups (PUGs) brings more negative than positive emotions. The game provides no efficient
matchmaker or efficient tools to build communities (social networks) of reliable players or to filter out misbehaving players. As
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a result the absolute majority of PUGs get disbanded after a few tries or a lot of players ragequit, because there are almost
always some players who don't meet the requirements of the party and the party fails to reach the goal (such as
kill\/farm\/training starting from a particular phase of the fight).

If I join a static, I get tired of repetition very quickly. Statics do on regular bases only hard content of the latest progression
cycle, because only it provides relevant rewards. Besides adhering to the static schedule, as a static member you do not have an
option to skip grinding casual content either, because otherwise you would fall behind other static members in gearing up your
character. And there is not much variety of casual battle content either.

The number of players in a party for instanced fights is strictly fixed. For hardcore fights it's 8 players (no more, no less).

Doing OLD CONTENT (of previous expansions) is not nearly as interesting as new one, because:
- all actions (abilities) of a job (battle class) become available only when it reaches the current level cap;
- absolute majority of game characters entering older fights through duty roulettes for daily rewards are overgeared.
As a result older fights feel much more like easy grind than challenging and exciting action.

PvP in FF XIV is a complete joke. It is unpopular to the point that Square Enix has to limit the number of available game modes
(and rotate them each weak) so that the matchmaker can manage to find players for the available ones. There is no open world
PvP either. PvP is also completely F2P: a free trial character can participate in all PvP fights (except for ranked matches) on
equal terms with subscribers. It is plagued with cheaters and botters. Reporting such players to Square Enix has no effect. There
are no efficient ways of communication between players: there is no VoIP in the game, and some of PvP modes have even text
chat disabled (you can only use phrases predefined by Square Enix by pressing buttons\/using text macros).

The game is often praised for its CRAFTING system. While it is complex, it is also very repetitive at the same time. Players
just use macros to automate the crafting process. If you decide to get into crafting seriously, you will need to level up all the
crafting professions on a single game character in order to get all cross-class skills, as well as gathering professions for the
supply of materials. And nobody is excited about gathering, because it's just a tedious grind. You don't need to level up crafting
to be an efficient PvE\/PvP player.

The game is heavily MONETIZED. Expect to buy the base game and the latest expansion, pay monthly subscription fee and
besides:
- If you are a crafter or collect glamours (cosmetic gear for your game character) you will easily run out of inventory space. To
increase it you are expected to hire additional retainers (NPC characters) for additional real money monthly fee. Retainers also
provide additional bonuses for crafters. There are cosmetic items that can be bought only with real money. You need to buy
Fantasia potion with real money to change the appearance of your game character significantly.
- You are interested in housing? Be aware that your house will be destroyed if you unsubscribe from the game for longer than 45
days in a row.
- The mobile app for buying\/selling stuff on the in-game auction (Market Board) with in-game currency (Gil) has an optional
real money subscription fee and a premium currency that are used to unlock transactions.
- There are Scenario Skip and Job Level-Boost potions. Be ready to buy both or buy none. If you buy only Scenario Skip potion
(there are ~584 main scenario quests as of patch 4.58) your progress will be too slow because of lack of experience points
bonuses.

Square Enix makes 50% DISCOUNTS on the base game and the latest expansion every year at different times on different
digital stores, including Steam (after several months cooldown since new expansion release). You also get all previous game
expansions for free if you purchase the latest one.. I really love the concept of the game and visual representation, but it's just
not enough, is it? It's to small, there's nothing to do there. I only wish the map was larger with more interactions. Edit- 4k
resolution added.

Overall a good game. It does have a couple of issues, like no 4k resolution, and you need a controller to play the game. Im
hoping the devs will fix these issues over the next few months. If you like rugby league you'll definately enjoy this game.. Man
oh man is this fun! When my buddies come over this game always gets some playtime. I love being the waiter and the chef, both
are just as difficult in the later levels. Can't vouch for the singleplayer however, I always play with a buddy. Well worth it, give
this one a try!. My interviewer drugged me twice and made me a murderer 10/10
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Since it seems like a game made by someone for fun, i'm not gonna be harsh. The price is reasonable, and the only downside is
the cursor. The game could've been a bit better though.
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